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Abstract 
The main issue of the presented research is the study and creative processing of traditional ornamental schemes 

of folk art, which contributes to the enrichment and renewal of modern forms of costume, gives it a special eo/or. 
The article analyzes the compositional principles of the arrangement of ornamental decoration in women's shirts 
and blouses of the second half of ..IT- beginning of ..IT/ centuries on the examples of the masters' works of the 
specified period. The main focus of the study is the selection of techniques that allow you to consider that a shirt or 
blouse is modern clothing. Among them: varying the location of ornamental structures, the transformation of 
traditional ornaments and motifs to modern means of generalization, transformation, as well as the replacement of 
traditional embroidery with other techniques of decoration. Attention is focused on the interconnection of the 
decorative solution with other interrelated aspects: updating the structure of the shirt with modern techniques of 
shape and cut, the use of materials that are not typical for traditional products. The works of Ukrainian craftsman 
G. Vintonyak, works of designers of the Kiev models house of the 1970-1980s V. Grigorieva, L. Palienko, L. 
Gayeva, N. Kryvenko, as well as samples of women's shirts and blouses of the last years of authorship of the 
companies SVJTLO, 2KOLYORY, ORNAMENT are involved in the analysis. The literary source database includes 
works that reveal the peculiarities of folk structures of different regions of Ukraine. 

It is proved that the most rational principles of decorative solution, tried by the people for centuries, have not 
lost their significance today. In the prosess of creating of single models and collections, designers are oriented both 
to samples of the national system, works of its research, and the practical aspects of the development of modern 
clothing. Based on the analysis of the techniques of the decor arrangement , it is emphasized on the basic 
requirements for finding modern compositional solutions: moderation and conciseness of the decor of everyday 
products; adherence to the principle of combination ofthe main and minor in the arrangement ofthe decor on an 
elegant blouse or shirt; sufficient background plane to ensure the perception of all components of the decor; 
conformity of the technique of embroidery of the quality of the fabric from which the garment is made; the location 
of the embroidered decor as the composite center of the product. 
Keywords: compositional principles, women's shirt, embroidery, decor, ornament, tradition, modern approaches. 

KpoTOBa TeTHHa 

KOMD03HU:IHHI DPHHU:HDH P03T AIIIYBAHIDI OPHAMEHT AJILHOrO ,LJ;EKOPA 
YKPAHHCKOH JKEHCKOH COPOqKH: Bi.LJ: TPA.LJ:HU:Ii ,11;0 CYqACHOCTI 

AuomaqiR 
TollOBHa npo6JleMamuKa npeocma6JleHozo ooclliO:JK:eHHJl - BUB'IeHHR i mBop'la nepepo6Ka mpaouijiUHUX 

OpHaMeHmOJlbHUX CXeM HapOOHOZO MUCmeijmBa, IJ.IO cnpURC 36aza'leHHIO i OH06JleHHIO cy'laCHUX r/JopM KOCmiOMa, 
Haoac uoMy oco6JluBozo KOllopumy. Y cmammi npoaHani3oBaHo KOMn03UijiUHi npUHijunu po3mawyBaHHJl 
OpHaMeHmOJlbHOZO OeKopy 6 :JICiHO'IUX COpO'IKaJC i 6Jly3ax Opyzoi" nOJIOBUHU Xf- no'lamK)' Xf} cm. Ha npUK!laOax 
po3po6oK MaucmpiB 3a3Ha'leHozo nepiooy. OcHOBHa yBaza oocJlio:JK:eHHR - BuoilleHHR npuuoMiB, IJ.IO oo3BOllRIOmb 
BBa:JK:amu copo'IK)' a6o 6Jly3y cy'laCHUM oORZOM. Cepeo HUX: BapiiOBaHHR MiclleM po3mawyBaHHR opHaMeHmanbHUX 
cmpyKmyp, nepemBopeHHR mpaouijiUHUX opHaMeHmiB i MomuBiB Ha cy11acHi 3aco6a.Mu y3acanbHeHHJl, 
mpaHcr/JopMallii; a maKO:JIC 3aMiHa mpaouijiuHoi" BUWUBKU iHWUMU mexHiKaMu oeKopyBaHHR. YBazy aKijeHmOBaHo 
Ha B3aCM036 'R3K)' oeKopamuBHozo BupiweHHJl 3 iHWUMU B3aCMonoB 'Jl3aHUMU acneKmaMu: OH06JleHHR cmpyKmypu 
copo'IKU cy'laCHUMU npuuOMaMU rfJopMu i Kpo10, BUKopucmaHHR HemunoBux OJIR mpaouijiUHUX Bupo6iB MamepianiB. 
,ao aHani3y 3any11eHi Bupo6u yKpai"HCbKOi" MaucmpuHi r. BiHmOHRK, Bupo6u xyoo:JK:HUKiB-MoOeJlbcpiB Kui6CbKozo 
6yOUHK)' MOOeJleU 1970-1980-x poKiB B. TpuzopbCBoi; Jl. IlaniCHKO, Jl. racBoi; H.KpuBeHKO, a maKO:JIC 3pa3KU 
:JK:iHO'IUX copo'IOK i 6Jly3 ocmaHHix poKiB aBmopcmBa KOMnaHiu SVITLO, 2KOLYORY, ORNAMENT. ,ao 
llimepamypHoi" o:JK:epellbHOi" 6a3u 3any'leHo npa7.1i, IJ.IO po3KpuBa10mb oco6JluBocmi Hapoi>Hux cmpoi"B pi3HUX pezioHiB 
YKpaiilu. 

/JOBeOeHO, IJ.IO Hau6iflbW paijiOHOJlbHi npUHijUnU OeKOpamUBHOZO BUpiWeHHJl, anpo6oBaHi HapoOOM BnpoOOB:JIC 
BiKiB, He Bmpamwzu cBozo 3Ha'leHHR i CbOZOOHi. Ilpu cmBopeHHi oouHU'IHUX MOOeJleu i KOJieKijiu OU3auHepu 
opicHmyiOmbCJl RK Ha 3pa3KU HaijioHanbHozo cmp01o, npa7.1i 3 uozo oocJlio:JK:eHHJl, maK i Ha npaKmU'IHi acneKmu 
po3p06KU cy'laCHOZO OORZy. Ha OCHOBi npooeoeHOZO aHani3y npuuoMiB po3mawyBaHHJl oeKopy HaZOJIOWycmbCJl Ha 
OCHOBHUX 6UMOZax IJ.IOOO nOWYK)' cy'laCHUX KOMn03UijiUHUX piWeHb." nOMipHiCmb i JlaKOHi'IHiCmb OeKopy 
nOBCJlKOeHHUX 6Upo6iB; oompUMaHHJl npUHijuny cnolly'leHHJl ZOJIOBHOZO i opyzopROHOZO y po3mawyBaHHi OeKopy Ha 
owamHiu 6lly3i 'IU copO'Illi; oocmamHR n.noiJ.IUHa r/JoHy 3 MemoiO 3a6e3ne'leHHR cnpuuHRm111Jl Bcix CK!laooBux 
OeKopy; BionoBiOHiCmb meXHiKU 6UWU6aHHJl JlKOCmi mKaHUHU, 3 JlKOi" 6UZOm06JleHUU oOJlZ," po3mawyBaHHJl 
BUWUmOZO OeKopy y JlKOCmi KOMn03UijiUHOZO ijeHmpy 6Upo6y. 
KniO'IOBi CJIOBa: KOMn03UijiUHi npUHijUnU, :JICiHO'Ia COpO'IKa, 6UWU6Ka, OeKOp, OpHaMeHm, mpaOUlliR, cy'laCHi 
nioxoou. 
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1. Statement of the problem. 
The study of the features of the Ukrainian traditional costume has always been the focus of designers. The new 

millennium was marked by a new understanding of people's values. This is due to the fact that the designers, 
costume designers felt the negativity of the mechanical repetition of the fragments of fine folklore. The tendency to 
the deep and more attentive study of the basics of folk art in costume has became more intensified. Without deep 
penetration into the aesthetic sphere of folk costume, without mastering the main principles of its compositional 
construction, it is impossible to reach that level of design that will reveal innovative design solutions, stylistic and 
figurative unity of modem developments using the folk motifs. 

The object of this study is a Ukrainian women's shirt; the subject of the study- the principles of the arrangement 
of ornamental decoration on the variants of shirts and blouses of the second half of XX -beginning of XXI century. 

The shirt is one of the oldest elements of dress, it is, according to researchers [3; 9; 11] being almost to the 
beginning of XX century, the only type of underwear in the whole territory of Ukraine. Historical samples of shirts 
in complexes with other components of Ukrainian traditional clothes constitute the most valuable collections of 
museums in Ukraine. Embroidered shirts, so-called embroideries, have gained high popularity not only in Ukraine, 
but far beyond: they are part ofthe clothes of residents of Canada, USA, Poland, Czech Republic, United Kingdom, 
France. Such popularity became possible because thanks to the efforts of fashion designers, traditional Ukrainian 
shirts has became modem and really fashionable clothes. «As for modem fashion, the Ukrainian folk embroidered 
shirt is now reviving. Such a revival of embroidery is very good, but one part of it should be kept in private 
collections, museums, and the other should be developed in modem clothes, headgear»,- says the researcher of the 
Ukrainian national dress and headwear Galina Stelmashchuk [1]. She, thus outlining the two main varieties of 
lifestyle for this unique type of clothing - they are museum, rare exhibits, and contemporary, creatively designed 
patterns that are suitable for everyday wear. Answering the question why Brazilian, Spanish wear embroidered shirt 
clothes, G. Stelmashchuk replied: «Obviously, this is the way to show their solidarity with Ukraine». 

Among the important tasks in the search for modem techniques for creating a women's shirt are the 
compositional principles of arrangement of the decor. Studying and creative processing of traditional ornamental 
patterns contributes to the enrichment and renewal of modem forms of costume, gives it a special color. However, 
national features should not be emphasized, but only guessed. Therefore, the purpose of the presented study is to 
analyze the compositional principles of the arrangement of ornamental decoration in women's shirts and blouses of 
the second half of XX - beginning of XXI centuries. on the examples of development of masters of the specified 
period. 

2. Outline of the main research material. 
The traditional Ukrainian shirt, which by its main features was formed in the second halfofthe XIX century, had 

a large number of variations of cut and ornamentation and corresponded to several purposes: for the holiday, 
everyday, for work. The backdrop for the placement of the embroidered decor was mostly made ofhomemade white 
fabrics, which is a kind of aesthetic standard of the traditional Ukrainian shirt. Material, motifs, coloring, 
ornamentation were elaborated by the craftsmen in close connection with other elements of clothing and the suit as a 
whole, and its functional purpose. We learn about the characteristic features of the components of the Ukrainian 
costume from T. Nikolaev's research. According to the variants of the cut, the author identifies four main types -
tunics, with shoulder inserts, with a whole sleeve, on a coquette. A means of ornamentation as an important 
manifestation of the outlook, history and psychology of people of the second half of the XIXth c. were mainly 
embroidery. It was embroidered with linen and hemp yams of home production, later with factory cotton yams, 
wool or silk. Throughout the history of folk clothing, the principles of placing ornamentation on shirts have evolved 
and improved. «Given the antiquity of this type of clothing, the location of its decor is often associated with the 
early stages, when the ornament played not so much aesthetic as a protective role. According to the imagination the 
decoration was placed on those elements of clothing that gave view to the body: the neck, chest, hem, bottom of the 
sleeves » [9, p. 66]. Also, the placement of embroidery on the shoulder and forearms of traditional shirts took into 
account the fact that the on the long-sleeved lower shirt, in antiquity, sleeveless or tossed coat was worn. 

Keeping ancient traditions, the principles of placing an ornament on shirts in the late XIXth - early XXth 
centuries reduced mainly to the solution of practical and aesthetic problems. The design took into account the 
purpose of the shirt, the age and wealth of its wearer, as well as the cut. The embroidery was decorated with those 
parts that were not covered by other components of the complex, thereby achieving compositional integrity. In a 
large area, the ornament was placed on a magyar or insert, on the sleeve near the insert, on the shoulder insert and at 
the bottom of the sleeve, on festive shirts embroidery filled the entire sleeve. In the middle Dnieper region, the insert 
and forearms were decorated in the form of two broad, consonant bands; filled with embroidery sleeves, placing it in 
a staggered manner, or in vertical compositions. The embroidery was also placed on the hem of the shirt, collar and 
cuff; the upper part of the torso was omamented depending on the presence of the breastplate. The northern and 
central districts of Kyiv region were not characterized by sleeveless breastplate, and therefore the decor had the 
appearance of a wide vertical strip on the chest. 

The work of the modem researcher T. Kutsir is devoted to the study of the folk attire of western Ukraine (Galicia 
and the Carpathian region). Analyzing the plane decor of the shirts, the author pays special attention to the sleeves 
decor. By the method of placement offriezal stripes or individual motifs on the sleeves of an Opilia women's shirt of 
the 20-30's of the XX century she distinguishes: cross-frieze (horizontal) placement of the ornament (one or more 
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strips, located at a certain distance from each other; the strips could be supplemented by separate motifs on a pure 
background between them); vertical arrangement of the frieze ornament (placement of the pattern along the sleeve in 
its central part or only in its central part); diagonal type of ornamentation (stripes of equal width or wider with 
narrower, or ornamental stripes with separately arranged motifs between themcould alternate); continuous filling of 
the sleeve evenly with a repeating pattern; sleeve decoration using individual motifs (one large motif in the central 
or lower part of the sleeve, or the central motif was complemented by others) [7, p. 142-144]. 

The artist's quests in the design of the national style clothes had sprouted already in the 1930s. Subsequently, in 
the 1950-1980's in the development of festive and casual women's dresses, suits, coats, ensembles of children's 
clohes the significant results were achieved by masters from Kiev - Galyna Zabashta, from Kosovo - Roman and 
Olga Horbovys, from Lviv- Marta Tokar and Mykhaylo Bilas and others. 

Let's analyze the approaches to the place of ornamental patterns of embroidery on several samples of the 1970s-
1980s. The blouse of authorship of V. Grigorieva (model) and L. Palienko (embroidery) was put on the cover ofthe 
magazine «Beauty and Fashion>> in 1970 (Fig. I). It is decorated with embroidery based on Podil's ornaments, which 
focuses on the sleeves - the shoulder insert - with a horizontal embroidery arrangement, the main surface of the 
sleeve - with a diagonal arrangement, and cuffs. The main motif of the decor is rhombus. Among the features that 
immediately indicate a redesign of the traditional approach to dressing are embroidery on shoulder pieces placed on 
strips of fabric of another col or, with only one strip being filled and three others without embroidery; in addition, the 
diagonal ornamental pattern distinguishes the generality, a breakaway from the traditional filing of diamond 
ornaments. This blouse distinguishes from the traditional by the shape of the sleeve, the width of which reaches the 
waistline. Together with other components - a wool skirt, a wide belt with metallic decor, a contemporary hairstyle 
- this ensemble is a creative rethinking of folk motifs in combination with contemporary costume designs of the 
1970s. 

It should be noted that in the modem names of products for the 1970s-1980s, we can often found not the 
traditional «shirt», but «blouse». This is due, first of all, to the expansion of the functional purpose of the shirt: it is 
no longer just an underwear, which, according to the traditions of folk dress, requires wearing with outerwear, but 
acts as an independent unit, worn without outerwear, because the blouse (from French Blouson) -jacket. In the 
European tradition, the blouse is sometimes a medieval «blim>- an element of outerwear. Well-known researcher of 
Ukrainian embroidery T. Kara-Vasilyev rightly notes that the nature of the embroidery for this element of the 
wardrobe has been influenced by the use of new materials: ornamental motifs [3, p. 386]. 

To our attention- the album «Kiev- 1500. Designers to Anniversary», released in 1982 to the day of Kiev [4]. 
It contains the designs of artists-designers of the Republican House of Models of the time «Poeticity of images of 
Ukrainian folk costume, harmony, simplicity and freedom of cut, beauty inspired artists to create new forms of 
products enriched with the connection with folk traditions» [4, p. 3],- is indicated in the preface to the catalog. In 
Figs. 2. we see a completely different interpretation of the women's shirt in both the scheme of the location of the 
embroidery and the cut. These products are also rightly called blouses, as they are self-contained components of 
ensembles complemented of skirts of the same tone. Both blouses have the same cut, distinguished by their sleeve 
shape, and, of course, the compositional arrangement of the embroidered decor. On the blouse on the left are the 
motifs of the «socket», which are played in a modem way; located on the coquette, hem, edges of the sleeves. On 
the blouse on the right - four rows of wide strips with geometric ornamentation are centered on the bottom of the 
jacket and on the bottom of the sleeve. Both products are characterized by a concise decoration, lightness and 
comfort due to the thin cotton fabric and free silhouette. 

Fig. I. V. Grigorieva, L. Palienko. Blouse with 
elegant ensemble. Kiev Model House,/970 

Fig.1. L. Gayeva, N. Kryvenko. Models ofwomen's 
blouses from the «Khreschatyk» collection. 

Republican House of Models, 1981 

Among the galaxy of the most talented masters of Ukrainian decorative arts and crafts in the late XIXth -
early XXth centuries the name of Anna Vintonyak takes the prominent place. Specific features of the shape, cut, 
silhouette and decoration of folk clothing formed the basis of her creative pursuits, interpretation of the most 
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characteristic features of the artistic solution of clothing complexes of different historical and ethnographic regions 
of Ukraine. «The profound study of unique samples of ancient clothes in museum collections of Kolomyia, lvano
Frankivsk, Lviv, Kiev and the private collections, as well as the field research of many villages and their own 
experience have become the key to choosing the right path», - said the well-known Ukrainian scientist, author of the 
project on the album the work of Olena Nikorak [2, p. 17-18]. Significant variability is indicated the silhouettes of 
straight, semi-fitted, close-fitted and trapeze-shaped models with various shaped sleeves- magyar, sewn-in, with a 
lowered line, raglan and etc. Forms of neckline are oval, round, rectangular, V-formed, off-shoulder. The 
prevailing forms of collars are - stand-up collars , shawl collar, hood. As in various variants of clothes, so in the 
shirts the artist decorates the set, exposed for the view elements and the most important constructive lines -
shoulders, neck, sleeves, cuffs, side seams. The elements of the ornament enhance the emotional perception of the 
models, focus on certain details, and there is the dominate the composition. 

The Evening ensemble (Fig. 3) [2], designed as a result of a creative interpretation of the Hutsul, Pokut and 
Bukovynian «peremitka zabir» can be attributed to the evening dress. It is distinguished by its exguisite elegance . 
The leading motifs in it are diamonds with inscribed rosettes «roses», which are delimited by cross-shaped figures 
(«cross»). We can see a certain affinity of this blouse with the traditional shirt, but the author finds the opportunity 
to diversify the silhouette, the location of the main components of the decor and accessories, and she changed the 
accents, achieving the variability of the color gamut. On a black background, the dominant composition is 
polychrome planes demanding in the form of geometric ornament, made in the contrasting combinations of warm, 
tonally harmonized orange, yellow, red, cherry colors with the addition of green. The latter enhances the emotional 
perception of the ornament, completes the color harmony [2, p. 22]. 

The influence of Pokut traditional dress van be seen in the women's ensemble «Ancient Pokuttya» (Fig. 4) [2]. In 
the shirt, the most important stripes of geometric ornament are located on the shoulder details - the so-called 
«vustavka», and the sleeve surface is filled with narrow, fine-patterned diagonal lines. 

Fig. 3. G. Vintonyak. Shirt from the Evening Women's 
Ensemble 1978 

Fig. 4. G. Vintonyak. Shirt from the women's 
ensemble «Ancient Pokutya». 2002 

The most rational principles of decorative solution, were tried by the people for centuries, and they have not lost 
their significance today. When creating single models and collections, designers are oriented both to samples of the 
national system, works of its research, and practical aspects of the development of modern clothing (5; 6; I 0; 13]. 
The teacher and scientist V. Shugaev compared the work on the composition of the textile ornament with the work 
on the creation of a musical composition. In the ornamental art, in his opinion, there are all sorts of lines, closed 
forms, elements and details. He calls their construction and combination into a holistic ornament - the method of 
ornamental counterpoint. «Ornamental counterpoint is a method of constructing of whole from parts, which 
includes both rational and emotional principles, it is a method of unity of form and content» [14, c.30]. The material 
for the method is a certain number of primary elements, fragments, and ornamental details, which make up the 
composition of the pattern. The artist's creativity, according to the author, is expressed in the selection of suitable 
material for a particular task, in varying degrees of complexity of the ornamental solution. 

The latest developments of designers and companies show us complete freedom in the choice of compositional 
techniques, and on the other hand, in the examples presented, we feel the authors' awareness of traditional methods 
of decoration. In Figs. 6, we see an embodiment where the ornamental stripes of the V -shaped neckline are 
provided, the shirt in Fig. 7. decorated with stripes on the upper front; The sleeves of these two shirts are decorated 
with the principle of using one large motif, which draws more attention to the sleeves than to the other details of the 
shirt. The shirt in Fig. 5 is made of natural silk and lace. Looking at it, there is only a mention of the Ukrainian shirt 
thanks to the diagonal mesh decoration of the sleeve. Atypical technique is the use of fabrics that are not typical of 
traditional shirts, which gives it modernity (Fig. 8). For the design of the sleeve it is used a thin fatin in the tone of 
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the main linen fabric. Only the sleeves at the bottom of the shoulder pads of the fatin are decorated with a mesh 
strip. Today, these variants of shirts can be considered as those where the only hint of the image of a traditional shirt 
is successfully embodied due to the adherence to separate methods of cutting and decoration, and at the same time 
the introduction of atypical materials for traditional products. 

Fig. 5. SVITLO. Sltirtfrom the collection«SPRING». 
2019 

Fig. 7. ORNAMENT. Shirt BUTTERFLY.. 1019 

3. Conclusions 

Fig. 6. 2KOLYORY. Shirt from the collection ((With a 
taste of the East». 1019 

Fig. 8. ORNAMENT. Shirt ((Haze». 2019 

Traditional techniques and techniques of decoration were invented centuries ago, but they have not lost their 
relevance in modem clothing. Sembiosis of the Ukrainian national embroidery and modem ways of cutting and 
shaping contributed to the extreme demand for shirts and blouses. Embroidered ornamental compositions are a 
common way of decorating these types of clothing, as it allows you to turn any canvas into an artistically designed 
product, to achieve the originality and originality of the model, and sometimes to convey the necessary information. 
When using one or the other way of arrangement of a decor, it is necessary to consider the basic requirements: 
- in a casual shirt, the decor should be moderate and laconic, emphasize the shape and match it; 
-the decor of the elegant blouse or shirt should adhere to the principle of combination of the main and minor; 
- a sufficient amount of background is required for the ornament of the decor to ensure the perception of all its 
components; 
-the technique of embroidery must match the quality of the fabric from which the garment is made (for example, 
heavy fabric needs large embroidery, fine - light and sophisticated); 
- if the embroidered decor is the compositional center of the product, attracting the main attention, it is not 
necessary to add activity to other means of expressiveness (cut, shape, etc.). 
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The great importance is the originality of the modem model solution of blouse or shirt, in which the way of 
ornamentation placement, color, modem cut would be organically united and reflect the unique specificity of the 
Ukrainian costume, a harmonious combination of traditional compositional principles and modem fashion trends. 
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